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Glad, sad, silly, mad - monsters have all kinds of different feelings! In this innovative die-cut
book, featuring a snazzy foil cover, you'll try on funny masks as you walk through the wide range
of moods all little monsters (and kids!) experience.Here's a fun, interactive way to explore the
many different ways we feel!Caldecott Medal-winning author/artist Ed Emberley provides
readers with an imaginatively crafted book that helps children identify and understand their
emotions. Visit him at his Web site: 

From Kirkus ReviewsChildren who lack the vocabulary to distinguish the emotions they're feeling
may find some comfort in this book, which makes use of masks to unmask feelings. Each spread
shows little brightly colored monsters acting out different emotions--pink monsters cut out
valentines and bake cookies to express love, yellow monsters play ball and open birthday
presents in the name of happiness--while a gatefold page reveals a big mask of whatever
emotion is covered in that spread. The eyes and noses are punched out, so children can hold
those pages up and ``wear'' the mask. It's a good idea, but easier in theory; the book is heavy for
the young children at whom the book is aimed, and older ones will find it hard to put on the
mask, read the book, and keep the pages intact; institutions should expect rips and stock
multiple copies. The book has a use, whether teaching the names of emotions, or helping
children express them. (Picture book. 3- 8) -- Copyright ©1997, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights
reserved.About the AuthorEd Emberley is a Caldecott Award-winner and the author of Go Away,
Big Green Monster!;Bye-Bye, Big Bad Bullybug; and his enormously popular Fingerprint
Drawing Book series. He lives in Ipswich, Massachusetts. His website is www.edemberley.com.
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Today I Feel Silly: And Other Moods That Make My Day How Are You Peeling? (Scholastic
Bookshelf)



deebabyy05, “Helps my autistic son express his feelings. This book is doing wonders for my son.
I like the concept of the having the different faces of emotions that you can incorporate while
reading the book. This has been a big help for us both.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Best book about emotions!. I’ve bought dozens of copies over the years
as a children’s social worker!”

PBase, “Great for emotions. Loved this book for emotions. The students loved it too. Gave it 4
stars because the masks are cute but will easily rip or get lost in the classroom. Would be great
for at home though.”

fp, “Great book for fun and also for learning emotional intelligence.. My son loves this book, and I
think it helps a lot with his emotional intelligence.The masks come out and there is a pocket in
the back to hold them in. Of course they still get left out and ripped up, though. But it's nice that
they thought of the pocket. We tried very hard to keep them safe for a couple of weeks!My son
and I will reference what color monster we feel like sometimes to help express our feelings. I can
ask him what color monster he feels like when he seems a little overwhelmed with emotion,
which helps him to stop and reflect on his feelings so we can better address the problem. It's
also a little more meaningful when I tell him, for example, that I feel like the blue monster
because he is jumping on me and it hurts.Also, and this was of his own design, he uses his
"monster friends" to help protect him from his blinds. The tree outside his window sometimes
scrapes his window, so he's afraid of his blinds. But he'll call his monster friends and/or lay their
masks around his bed to help him feel safe. He prefers the green monster, to better scare off
whatever is scaring him.”

Shaunt, “Help control tantrums!!!. Believe it or not...this book helps control tantrums. Most kids
between 2 and 4 don't have the vocabulary to express their feelings. This book teaches them
the different emotions, and assigns a color to them. If my son starts to cry, instead of getting
frustrated, I can ask him, "Are you a blue monter (the sad one) or a yellow monster (the glad
one)? He'll say the blue monster. It's how we get kids to verbalize instead of tantrum. It's
helped immensely. I wouldn't use the mask part though, cause kids sometimes don't
understand that you are behind the mask and they think you've gone away. Also recommend
"Go Away Big Scary Monster" by Emberly. Fantastic!!!On a side note...I will say that I've never
been able to really use the fold out pages (that has eye holes for you to look through...so you can
be one of the monsters)....the book's a bit unwieldy that way. But I just ignore that part of it and
just read the book like I would any other.After the "mad monster" gets mad at a kid knocking
down his blocks....I ask my son - What makes you mad? And then..."What makes you sad? -
Happy?" - and so on.When you tell kids to stop yelling or throwing things (or whatever your kid



might do to show frustration) sometimes they interpret it as, "We're not allowed to be angry."
Which'll make them robots when they grow up.  This book opens the discussion up for them.”

Nellie Anagick, “2 year old identifying emotions, just - wow. This book is the greatest. Not only is
my two year old suddenly infatuated with monsters, now when he talked about them he can label
them. He puts on the masks and it help him label what he is feeling about a particular
circumstance. All that, and the book it quite good. It’s a hidden gem in talking to two year olds.”

Obi Wan, “A great fun book for kids!. There is no story to this book. It's just fun.It's colorful. It
engages a kid with the shapes and faces. And its' just a fun book.If you're like me, any book that
encourages a child to pick it up and turn every page until the end is a good book. Just because a
book like this doesn't have a story, or a moral lesson to teach, doesn't mean it's not a good book.
Kids like this book because it's fun and that makes it a winner!There is some educational value
to it in that it talks about emotions (It shows different faces to match the monsters' emotions).
That's good stuff, but it's not the strength of this book. The strength of this book is how much fun
it is and how stimulating it is to a child's imagination.”

Monica Trapletti, “Interesting book. Lovely and colourful book, can become interactive using the
masks included. I am sure that children will enjoy it!”

Nick Doukas, “Five Stars. Great”

Ebook Library Reader, “but the children I do social and emotional teaching with loved it for some
reason. The book itself is nothing special, but children love it, so, I suppose its excellent
resource if you're doing the social and emotional teaching.”

Bernardo, “Muy interesante para trabajar las emociones en inglés. Conocía este libro en
castellano y quería la versión en inglés ya que me gusta bastante y en general a los niños
también les gusta.Se trata de un libro para trabajar las emociones, yo al contarlo modifico algo
del vocabulario para hacerlo más reconocible por los niños (lo cuento a niños de hasta 7
años).Es atractivo tanto por los dibujos de los monstruos como por las caretas que te vas
poniendo al contarlo (y que les encanta cuando pueden ellos manejar el libro y jugar con las
caretas). Es sencillo de entender y además de trabajar las emociones se trabajan algunos
colores.Puntos a favor:- Contenido del propio libro.- Las caretas de los monstruos con sus
expresiones.Puntos a mejorar:- Las narices de las caretas se despegan con facilidad, hay que
pegarlas.”

The book by Ed Emberley has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,259 people have provided feedback.
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